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TT No.176: Mark Farnell - Sat 12th February 2011; FC Dynamo v Ashby Ivanhoe; 

Leics Senior League Prem Division; Result: 4-3; Admission: £4 incl. 16pp 

programme. 

Having travelled to Ashby Ivanhoe for a seven-goal thriller last Saturday, I decided 

to make the trip to local rivals FC Dynamo for their match with Ashby when second 

played third in the Everards Brewery Leicestershire Senior League, Premier Division 

match.  

Dynamo with the highest goals scored record in the league play their matches at 

the Nanpantan Sports Ground, immediately behind Loughborough Dynamo's 

stadium and £4 got my daughter and I admission plus an adequate programme, 

well produced on glossy paper but heavy on adverts and light on visiting club 

information and club stats.  

Kick off was at 2pm and the game was a chance for both clubs to take points off 

one of their rivals. Within minutes of the start the visitors had taken the lead 

through Bryan Barker. Both sides created few chances in what was a tense and 

physical first half although Steve Hart hit the post for Ashby when played through 

by Barker on twenty-five minutes. Moments later Joe Bancroft broke through the 

Ashby defence only to have his shot cleared off the line ten minutes later. Half 

time Dynamo 0 Ashby 1.  

At half time everyone disappeared to take advantage of Loughborough Dynamo's 

club and bar. In the second half FC Dynamo brought on Nicolas Gomez and this 

swap changed both the team and the game. The hosts were now far more 

dangerous and drew level after Bancroft found Luke Phillips who unmarked blasted 

the ball past Noon from 6 yards out. Dynamo then went two up ten minutes later 

after Ryan Pace had sliced his shot and Noon could only parry as far as Gomez who 

slotted home. Eight minutes later Dynamo's George Himan got possession of the 

ball on the edge of the area, beat two defenders and calmly placed his shot into 

the bottom left hand corner to make it 3-1. It was now all FC Dynamo and after 

Dan Henton had been fouled in the area the referee awarded a penalty which was 

clinically despatched by Henton to make it four.  

But Ashby were not giving up and after a perfectly delivered pass by Jon Smith 

over the heads of the Dynamo's defenders Hart collected the ball before flicking it 

over the onrushing keeper to make it 4-2. Moments later as Ashby tried 

desperately to get back in the game Hart fired inches wide. Both sides had further 

chances, the best of which saw FC Dynamo try and walk the ball into the net with 

three attackers waiting to score with only the keeper to beat but missing three 

attempts due to either the keeper saving or poor finishing. Final score FC Dynamo 

4 Ashby Ivanhoe 3.  

As the chase for the title hots up and Ashby due to face the league leaders at 

home next Saturday in what should be another tremendous game. So, another well 



fought game with plenty of goals, a decent programme and another ground added 

to the list.  

Where to next week I wonder...? 
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